
16 October, 1987 THE BRUNSW1CKAN-19
7 The Royal Trust Tour of the 

Canadian Opera Company 
Ensemble 
Offenbach's The Tales of Hoff
man next Wednesday at the 
Playhouse at t p.m.

HANS NIEUWINHUIS

An unforgettable evening of Men of genius leave 
interesting but complex 
messages behind" - Symbolic 
Opera at Playhouse

presents
musical entertainment
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The French title of The Tales 
of Hoffmann Is Les Contes 
d'Hoffmann. The word "conte" 
in French is also used for fairy 
tales and it could be ap
propriate to formulate the ti
tle, "The Fantasy Tales of the 
Poet Hoffmann".

The original version of the 
opera, in my opinion, Is highly 
symbolic. Only the first and 
the last Acts are set in the real 
world (an inn), the other Acts 
are fantasies of Hoffmann and
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Amsterdam guitar trio pause before a"OK Guys I Purple Haze IN G! 
strummln n* pickin’ storm. have a strong symbolic mean

ing, as many fair tales do. Dur-
One of the finest guitar revival of on old - but now Ing his whole life Offenbach 

ensembles in the world, the somewhat lost - tradition of wanted to write that he called 
Amsterdam Guitar Trio, will arranging and ornamenting a "real" opera and he judged Hoffmann contains elements
performing works by Bach, their music that the Amster- his other works as light enter- of comedy and sometimes a
Debussy, Chopin and Meijer- dam Guitar Trio has given new tainment. A real opera meant wonderful sense of humour, 
ing at the Playhouse tonight, life to a variety of composi- for him a work that dealt with The Tales of Hoffmann is so

pm. Deemed as tions, ranging from 16th- a serious philosophical sub- rich in symbols and double 
superlative musicians for their century lute music to piano ject. An early attempt (Die meanings that it is difficult ot 
virtually flawless technique, works by Debussy and Faure. Rhelnnlxen, a grand romantic choose which line to develop, 
beauty of tone and orginallty In 1985, they won the opera in German for the Th® poet Hoffmann writes 
of repertoire, the Amsterdam prestigious Edison award for Hofoper in Vienna 1864) failed about love but In reality he is 
Guitar Trio promises an un- their transcriptions of the due to an inadequate libretto. not very successful with 
forgettable evening of musical Brandenburg Concertos by Offenbach used parts of this women. He tries to escape in a 
entertainment. Bach and Vivaldi's Four work for The Tales of Hoff- fantasy world where he hopes

The Trio of Olga Frassen, Seasons. In its 25-year history, monn such as overture for have better luck but his fan- 
Johan Dorrestein and Helenas the prize has only twice before Rehlnnlxen. tasies are no different from his
de Rijke met almost by occi- been awarded to a guitar One can say that The Tales reality. Every attempt to start 
dent while they were studying recording - both times to of Hoffman is a serious opera and maintain a relationship
at the Sweelinck Conser- Julian Bream. and not light entertainment with a woman fails. The three
vatorium in Amsterdam. Call- In 1981, the Trio gave its full of nice pictures and visual fantasies - Olympia, Antonia
ed upon to play a hew com- London debut at Wigmore display. This does not mean and Giulietta - are all fan-
position, the three guitarists Hall, launching a career that that Offenbach's many witty tasies about the same woman, 
were immediately recognized has resulted In tours of the works that we know of, such therefore Offenbach wrote 
for their great muslcality. United States, Canada, the Far as Orpheus In the Underworld these female parts for one

In time, the Trio moved from East and most European coun- and La Vie Parisienne, have singer, 
interpreting contemporary tries. completely disappeared. Like Hoffman has only one happy
music to transposing classical Tickets are $10 adult, $8 many good dramas of relationship with a symbolic 
compositions. It is through this senior and $5 for students. Shakespeare, The Tales of woman, the Muse. But the

Muse knows that every artist

"OK Girls no good review, no goulash." The ladles get down to some 
serious opera.

without experience In real life 
will never become a good ar
tist. Therefore she guides Hof
fmann and saves him when he 
is in trouble but never stops 
him from making contact with 
another woman. In the end, 
she (the Muse) will profit from 
the experience because the 
artist can use his experience 
from real life in his art. This, is 
my opinion, is the real 
message of the opera and it is 
the last message Offenbach 
left for us. Like Mozart's The 
Magic Flute and Wagner's Par
sifal, it is a beautiful testa
ment. But not unlike these 
works, The Tales of Hoffmann 
is a complex and difficult 
opera to understand in its full 
glory. Men of genius leave in
teresting but complex 
messages behind.
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D D Culture for the unitiated D E33 e'*3 The key to appreciating the 
artists' efforts and not writing 
him/her off as engaging in in
coherent self-indulgence, is to 
look at these pieces for what 
they are. With the exception of 
Grant McConnel and Rick 
Gorenko, these artists are not 
using their paintings as a 
medium for social commen
tary. They are rather, focused 
on the medium itself and ex
plore in several directions its 
possibilities In a strictly 
methodological sense. As 
technical exercises, looking at 
a few of these pointings is 
about as interesting as listen
ing to someone practice scales 
on the piano (the black 
triangles and ink blots, for ex
ample). However, for the most 
part these works are intrigu
ing and even captivating when 
regarded individually. Collec
tively, they are interesting as 
a cross section of regional art 
with traceable influences.

,c #
began to produce abstract 
works totally devoid of 
message. The emphasis with 
this type of painting (known as 
formalism) is on technique and 

for those eager to unravel one aesthetics - the use of colour, 
of life's little mysteries, or light, texture, shapes and dlf- 
merely to view an interesting ferent media, 
collection of work. Arranged 
by Cindy Richmond, intern these traditions is evidenced 
curator at the Art Centre, the in the work on display in Mem 
presentation showcases the Hall. Landscpaes remain 
work of fourteen young ar- popular, but are interpreted 
tists, representative of the through Formalist technique, 
contemporary art scene in the increasingly, as noted in the tl- 
province.

As Ms. Richmond explains, are diversifying both In subject 
Saskatchewan Is heir to two matter and philosophical ap- 
domlnant traditions In pain- proach. In addition, the Impact 
ting. In the nineteenth cen- of different life experiences, 
tury, landscapes were the and physical environment are 
most popular subject matter, present. The result is a show 
and this influence continues to that runs the gamut from 
the present day. In the 1950's, silent, 
segments of the international geometrical shapes through 
artistic community rebelled vibrant, fluid, unfinished im- 
against the political propogan- ages, to blatent social 
da of the McCarthy era and statements.

Formalism, abstraction and diversity at 
UNB Art Centre

• lij

•\ ? > For the culturally illiterate, 
stepping into a room full of 
modern paintings can be a 
daunting experience. Waves 
of incomprehension, and in
adequacy mingle with regret 
for the many masterpieces 
produced in kindergarten and 
so carelessly tossed in the gar
bage can after a brief exhibi
tion on the fridge door. It is 
comforting, to learn, 
therefore, that there is a 
rhyme and reason to abstract 
art, and that it is, in fact, 
possible for we, the common 
folk, to understand it and to 
enjoy it.

"Saskatchewan Art: Tradi
tion and Diversity", currently 
on exhibition at the U.N.B. Art 
Centre in Memorial Hall, of
fers a wonderful opportunity

TNB's Contact Theater 
Presents The influence of both of

by
Munroe Scott

A Theatre Aquarius Production 
Former moderator of the United
Church, Robert McClure, worked as a 
medical missionary in China. This is the 
story of his struggle and his triumphs 
there.

tie of the exhibit, new artists
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Wed. Oct. 21 - Sat. Oct. 24 
Edmund Casey Hall, St. Thomas 

University16| Adults $8.00 
Students $5.00 

For ticket information and reservations

8:00 p.m.

call the Playhouse at 458-8344.
monochromaticUN6 end STU Students. . .

Bring this ed end receive $1.00 
off an Oct. 23 or 24 performance 
of MCCLURE.
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©TW Contact Theatre 
sponsored byP Natalie Folster
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